
DESCRIPTION:
Grape Wash© enhances finish and gloss on all paint types. Ideal 
for hand car washing and maintaining vehicles between waxing. 
Biodegradable and environmentally friendly – Environmental 
Choice Certified. Does not contain silicone. 

DIRECTIONS:
Pour 125ml (1/2 cup) into a clean 20ltr wash bucket, add cold 
water, mix to create suds. Hose down the car with water to soften 
dirt. Use a wash mitt or sponge to apply the car wash. Start 
washing from the roof down. Wash thoroughly removing all dirt 
and road film, rinsing out the wash mitt or sponge regularly. Rinse 
suds off with low pressure free flowing water. On hot days, rinse 
off  small sections of the car at a time to prevent suds drying. For 
best results always dry off  excess water with a chamois or a towel 
to prevent water spotting.

APPLICATIONS:
Hand vehicle wash.

PROPERTIES:
Thick purple liquid with pH of 7.

OUR VISION AND MISSION
To be the leading value-based provider to the market. We have a dedicated team to achieve excellence for our customers and a philosophy of total quality. We conduct business and 
create relationships in an ethical and sustainable manner with customers, our community and the environment. The value we provide our customers is the opportunity to increase 
profit through lower cost solutions that do not sacrifice quality or service.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Pacer is committed to leading the industry in minimising the impact of its activities on the environment. The key points of our strategy to achieve this are: Purpose built premises 
utilising energy efficient technology and rain water collection. Actively promoting recycling both internally and amongst our customers and suppliers. To develop and promote a product 
range to minimise the environmental impact of our products. We are constantly evaluating and looking at substituting to a more environmentally friendly composition of raw materials 
for our products. To meet or exceed all the environmental legislation that relates to our industry.
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WARNING: Harmful if swallowed. It will cause severe gastro-intestinal irritation, nausea and vomiting. Severe irritant, could cause long lasting permanent damage. Mild skin 
irritant, likely to cause redness and itchiness 

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS: Do not eat, drink or smoke whilst using. Wash hands after use. Store in original container, tightly closed away from food. Dispose of empty 
container in a safe manner. If medical advice is needed have product container at hand. 

FIRST AID: 
Eye  Hold eyes open and flush with water for at least 15 minutes. Seek medical attention.
Skin  Wash with soap and water
Ingestion  Do not induce vomiting. Give large quantities of milk or water.Seek medical attention immediately 
If medical advice is needed have the product container/label at hand. In an emergency phone the National Poison Centre.(24 hrs): 0800 POISON[764 766].

DISCLAIMER
The technical data and information provided, including the recommendations for applying & using our products, is given in good faith based on our current knowledge and experience 
and is believed to be accurate when applied under ‘normal’ conditions. In practice, the materials, surfaces or conditions are so varied that no warranty regarding the working results 
or any liability or guarantee can be inferred either from this information nor from a verbal consultation. It is recommended that the user makes his or her own tests to determine the 
suitability of the product for their own requirements.

WARNING
H302  Harmful if swallowed
H315  Causes skin irritation
H319  Causes serious eye irritation
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